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1. Introduction

In [1] we derived constitutive equations of thermoelasticity for the Cosserat
medium and gave basic displacement differential equations as Well as an extended
equation of heat conduction. Finally, we gave a system of wave equations obtained
from separation of basic equations of thermoelasticity. In the present paper we
give the virtual Woik principle, extended to the pioblem of thermoelasticity for
the Cosserat medium as well as the energetic theorem, uniqueness of solutions, and
the theorem on reciprocity and its consequences. We shall use here the notations
of [1] and will add some new ones.

2. Virtual work principle

The virtual work principle for isothermic and static problem was given by
W. T. Koiter [2]. For dynamic problems considered here this principle has the
form:

(2.1) J [(Xi ~ e««) dut+ Yt Scot] dV+ j (pi dut+g{ <5a>4) dA

( w dytj+mn &mj) dV.
v

The left-hand side of this equation denotes variation of work of external forces,
whereas the right — the variation of internal forces.

Inserting into (2.1) the constitutional relations

(2.2) an = 2ii yti+ttYM - 00) fy >

(2.3) rriji = 4/j.P (xy+rjxn),

we express the right-hand side of (2.1) by the components of strain tensor yy, com-
ponents of torsion-flexure tensor «y and temperature 6:

(2.4) J p i - QUI) <5M{+ YI bmi[ dV+ j (Pi but-\-gl 8cot) dA =

= 5W-PJ OdyndV,
v
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where
— j [2/J.yij dyy+tyw Syicic+fyl2 (xy 6xi}+rjK}i dxn)] dV.

v
Eq. (2.4) should be supplemented by further equation, since only four causes,
namely Xi, Yt, pi, gt appear in this equation in explicit form.

We have adjoined to Eq. (2.4) the relation

(2.5) - /? f 6dykk dV = f 6nt 6Ht dA+ y f 656dF+ -£• f At dHf dV,
V A V V

derived from the equation of heat conduction by M. A. Biot [3]. The vector H
in (2.5) is connected with the vector of heat flow q and the entropy S by following
relations

(2.6) q = T0H, S = - div (H).

Taking into account the Fourier law of heat conduction

(2.7) q - - k grad 0

and the relation for the entropy rate [3]

(2.8) - div q - To § = /9y»* TQ+cs §

we obtain the following connection of the vector H with temperature 6 and di-
latation y »

, k cs 0
(2.9) Ai=~ — 6t, Hi,{= --=rB-—yt*.

Introducing (2.5) into Eq. (2.4) we have

(2.10) 6 (W+P+D) = j p i - Qui) diu+ Yt dmt] dV+

+ J (pt dut+gi Scot) dA~ j 6m dHi dA.
A A

We have applied here the heat potential P and the dissipation function D, introduc-
ed already by M. A. Biot [3]

of* T f* T

(2.11) F = -^ it\iA to
V V V

For Yi = 0, gi = 0, ttij = 0 Eq. (2.10) reduces to the variational equation of
coupled thermoelastic medium without couple-stresses. The variational princi-
ple — Eq. (2.10) — may serve to derive the energetic theorem, if we compare the
functions ut, a>i, d in the point x at the moment t with those actually appearing
in the same point after a time lapse dt. Thus, introducing into Eq. (2.10)

dui dan
bui — —— dt = Vidt, dcot = —— dt = Wi dt,

(2.12) dt
 k

 dt

k

dd = 6dt, bHi = &idt= - — 6x, dW= Wdt
Toand so on.
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We obtain the following formula

(2.13) — (K+W+P)+Xe=*
v r kr k r

(ptVt+gtwt)dA+— ee,
J 1o .1

A
where

= j _ r do k r= — j (fl<i

Here K denotes kinetic energy, and %$ is proportional to the source of entropy
which is always a positive quantity.

3. Uniqueness theorem

The demonstration of the uniqueness of solutions of thermoelasticity equations
may be derived basing on the energetic theorem, Eq. (2.13). Assume that there are
two solutions, one characterized by the functions ii'{, 6' and the other — by U'I , 6".
Denoting the difference between these two solutions by

(3.1) u* = u'i- u'i, 6* = 6' - 6"

it is easily seen that the functions it*, 6* satisfy homogeneous differential equations,
homogeneous boundary conditions and initial conditions. Thus, the solutions
u*, 8* refer to a body wherein body forces, body couples and heat sources inside
the body are lacking. At the same time, there are no force vectors and couple vectors
transmitted through the surface A.

Thus, it remains to prove that inside the body the values for the stresses a*j,
deformations y*p x^ and temperature 6* are zero-values.

The entropy equation (3.13) for the functions u*, 6* will assume the following
form

(3.2) -jt (K*+ W*+P*) - - Z* S 0-

or

(33) it / [ T QV* V*+wv y*i+T ^*) 2 +> / 2 <*S"«+^ $>+

+ (0 )2\dV<.0J
1

2\dV<.J
Consequently, we infer from the inequality (3.3) that the integral cannot rise for
t > 0. Since the initial conditions for the integrand functions are homogeneous,
the integral itself at the initial moment should be equal to zero. Its values cannot
be negative as the integrand expression is a sum of squares with positive coefficients.
Thus, the value of the integrand appearing in (3.3) is necessarily zero for t > 0.
This leads to the following equalities

(3.4) o J - 0 , y J - O , ^ = 0, 6* = 0
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or

(3.5) v't = v'(', y'tj = Yu, 4 = 4 ' , O' = d" f o r * > 0

in the region V.
Making use of relations (2.2) and (2.3), we see that

too.
Thus we may conclude on the uniqueness of the solutions of thermoelasticity

as regards the deformations, stresses and temperature. For the displacements we
obtain

(3.6)' u't = u'o' + linear term.

The linear term describes here the rotation and translation of the body consid-
ered as perfectly rigid. In the case of displacements prescribed on A, the
linear term vanishes.

4. Theorem on reciprocity

Consider two sets of causes and effects acting upon an elastic body contained
in the region V and bounded by the surface A. We number among causes the body
forces Xi, body couples Yt, heat sources Q, loads pt and gt on the surface A and
heating of the surface A (given the temperature 0 or flow of heat — kd, n on A).
The effects are the displacements ui, rotations coj and temperature 6. The second
set of causes and effects will be distinguished from the first by adding the sign "prime".

Consider the expression

(4.1) 1= j (Xiu'i- Xl m) dV+ j {Yiw'i- Yt m) dV+
V V

+ J (pi u't — p\ in) dA + J (gt w't — g\ an) dA.
A A

Here the functions
oo

Xi (x, p) = £ [Xi (x, t)] = J Xi (x, t) e-*1 dt,

m (x,p) = £. [in (x, t) = J m (x, t) e~pt dt, and so on,
o

are Laplace transforms of the function Xi, m ..., etc. Transform the surface inte-
grals appearing in the expression (4.1) making use of the known dependencies

(4.3) pi = Gji n$, gi = ntji Hj

and applying the divergence theorem. Thus we obtain the expression

v _ _, _ ,
* i — mu coi.i\ ay .
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Exploit the equations of motion for both sets of causes and effects. Applying to
them Laplace transforms and assuming that the initial conditions are homogeneous,
we have:

(4.5) ay.j+Xi -p2w = 0, "a

It is evident that, taking into account Eqs. (4.5), the first two terms under the inte-
gral in expression (4.4) vanish. Further, we decompose the force-stress tensor <ry
into symmetric part % and asymmetric part ry and exploit the formulae for ry:

(4.6) rmn = ~ i *tmn (mn,j+ Yi), r'mn =—\ simn (m'M

After simple transformations the expression / assumes the form

. „. , . .

{sn yv — sti ytj+mn xti — mn mi) dV.
v

Finally, making use of relations (2.2) and (2.3), we get

(4.8) I

Comparing the expressions (4.1) and (4.8), we obtain the first part of the theo-
rem on reciprocity

(4.9) J {Xi «; - Xl 7ii+Yi o>; - % wi) dV+ f (pt u\ - p't «< +
V A

+ gta)t- g'i«K) <U+P ! (SYkt - &n*) dV = °•
v

The second part of the theorem on reciprocity is obtained by taking account
of the heat conductivity equations for both sets. We apply to these equations Laplace
transform assuming that the initial conditions for the temperature are homoge-
neous.

p - - Q -, P - -, Q'
(4.10) 6ji-—e-rjOpYkk=-—, 9,i]-—d'-rl0PVkk::=-—-

Multiplying the first of Eqs. (4.10) by 0', the second by 6, subtracting
one from another, integrating over the region V and making use of Green's trans-
formation, we get

(4.11) pr,<> {(y»*6'-y'm$)dV+— ((Q'6 - Q61) dV-

v v r _
- (6'6,n-e,n6)dA = Q.
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Eliminating from (4.9) and (4.11) the common term, we obtain the final form
of the theorem on reciprocity for the Cosserat medium

(4.12) ^~-1 I (Xi u't - Xl ut+Yi ca'i - % cot) dV +

+ (pwi—piin+giWi —gta)i)dA-+x (00,re —J J
A ~ A

-6,n~d')dA+ I (Q'e-QB')dV = 0.
v

It is obvious that in this relation appear all the causes and effects. Applying the
inverse Laplace transformation to Eq. (4.12) we have

t ,

C f diu (x, t — x) , dm (x, x)
rlV(r\ \ Y- (Y T) —'• • Y. (x t — T\ — +

v o
dm't (x, t — x) da>t (x, x ]

+ Yi (x, x) —. Y (x, t - x) f dx +
ox ox J

t
r r[ diu (x, t~x) , dm (*, T)

(4.13) + J dA (x) J ^ (x, x) ^ - - p'i (x, t - x) ~ ^ +
A 0

deal (x, t - x) dat (x, x)

+g{(x,r)-— g; ( X s ,_ i 0-___ +
: (0 (X, T) B[n (X, t - X) - 6' (X, t - X) 6, n (X, T))l dx +

dV(x) f [6 {x, x) Q1 (x, t-x)-B' (x, t - x) Q (x, x)]\dx = 0.

V 0

The theorem on reciprocity (4.13), at Yt= Y't = 0, gt — g't — 0 passes into-
the theorem on reciprocity for an elastic medium without couple-stresses, given
by V. Cazimir-Ionescu [4].

For static loads and for stationary heat flow we get the system of equations

(4.14) J (Xi xl% — X[ m + Yi CD • — Y't an) dV+ j (pi u't — p\ ut+gt w\ — g't on) dA +
A +t-

v

(4.15) J (Q'6 - Q6')dV+x f (d6'iK -B'B,n)dA = Q.
V V

In the reciprocity equation (4.14) the temperature 0 and 0' is treated as known
functions, obtained from solution of the heat conductivity equations

Q Q'
(4.16) 9 ' W = ~ T ' ^ a '

Solution (4.15) may be treated as a theorem on reciprocity for the problem of
heat conductivity.

t
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5. Conclusions from the theorem on reciprocity

Let us consider first an infinite Cosserat medium. Let a concentrated and
instantaneous force Xi = 8 (x — f) 8 (t) 8a directed along the axis Xk be acting
in the point f of this medium. Denote by U$ki (x, £, t) the displacement caused
by this force. Further, let a concentrated and instantaneous force X[ =
= 8(x — rj) 8 (t) 8ij, directed along the axis xj, be acting at the point i\. Denote the
displacement caused by this force by V^ (x, r\, f). From the theorem on re-
ciprocity (4.13) formulated for an infinite region we have

t

(5.1) f dV(x) f dx \d (x - f) 8 (T) 8a dx

8{x-rj)6{t-x) 8i, ' £

hence

After integration with respect to time, we finally get

(5.2) U® (£, r\, i) = U^ On, f, i).

Let a concentrated and instantaneous force Xi = 8 (x — I) 8 (t) 8a be acting
at the point £ of infinite medium, and at the point r\ — concentrated and instantaneous
source of heat Q' = <5 {x — rj) 8 (t). Denote by 6KW (x, | , t) the temperature caused
by the action of force Xu and by Ui (x, rj, t) the displacement caused by the action
of the source Q'. From Eq. (4.13) we obtain the following relation

t

(5.3) fdV(x)fdx\
V 0

d& (x, i,

dUj (x, % t - ,
8 (x — | ) 8 (T) 8U r = 0,

wherefiom

K dUjc (I, rj, t)

dt
(5.4) 0(« (9j, I, 0 = -

Let a concentrated and instantaneous force Xi = 8 (x — £) (5 (t) 8m be acting
at the point f of infinite medium, and at the point rj the concentrated and instan-
taneous body couple Y't = 8(x — rj) 8 (t) 5 y . Denote by 0^ (x, £, t) the angular
vector caused by the action of force Xu and by F4

W) (x, r\, t) the displacement
caused by the body couple Y%. Fiom Eq. (4.12) we get

(5.5) l^tf,i?,0-fiW(^ft0.

Finally, let a body couple Yi = 8 (x — I) 8 (t) 8m be acting at the point £,
and a source of heat g ' = 8 {x — ??) 8 (t) at the point rj. Denote the temperature
caused by the action of body couple by #*) (x, | , i) and the angular vector caus-
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ed by the action of the source Q' by Qi (x, r\, i). From the theorem on reciprocity
(4.13) we obtain the following relation

0 k (£, n, t)

<5.6) m (V, s, o = - —p ~^~.
It can be shown that the relations (5.2), (5.4)—(5.6) hold for a finite body at

homogeneous boundary conditions. Let us consider a finite body Fand assume that
the causes which set the medium in motion are defined by the boundary conditions.
We shall seek to find the expression for the displacements ut, angular vectors a>i and
temperature 0 at an internal point x e F b y means of integrals on the surface A which
bounds the region V. These functions should satisfy the equations of motion, the
extended equation of heat conductivity and the boundary conditions.

When deriving the formulae for the functions w< (x, t) mi (x, t), 8 (x, t) we shall
use the theorem on reciprocity (4.13). Assume, first, that quantities marked with
primes refer to displacements u'{ = u!-k) (x, £, t), angular vector cc!i — Qf^ (x, f, t)
and temperature 6 — 0W (x, £, t) caused in an infinite medium by a concentrated
and instantaneous force X[ = d (x — £) 8 (t) due, applied at the point £ and direct-
ed along the axis xn- Assuming non-existence of the body forces (Xj = 0), body
couples (Yi = Y'i = 0) and heat sources (Q' = Q — 0) we obtain from (4.13) the
following expression for the function uu (x, t)

.(5.7) ut {x, t)= CdA (£) f dx \Pi (ft T)
(£, t - T)

dx

dui(t;,x)
-pf (|, t - x) +gi (I x)+gi (I x)

„. da>{ (£, x) 8

- tf* (f, X,t-X) I• ' + -f- [d (|, T) 0™ (|, X,t - T) -
"*• ' / 0

-®M(§,X,t-T)6,n(£,T)]]) XSV, is A.

Here we have introduced the following notations:

# = 4f (x, 11) n} (x), jjB = n$ (x, 11) m (x),

where by off we understand stresses, by m$ — couple-stresses caused by a con-
centrated force X( = 8 (x — f) 8 (t) dy. The integration operations under the
sign of surface integrals are carried out with respect to the variable f. The formula
(5.7) gives us the relation between the function m (x, i), x e V, t > 0 and functions
ui, Pi, cot, gu 6, d,n on the surface A.

Now let us assume in the system with "primes" the action of a concentrated
and instantaneous body couple 7/ = 8 (x — | ) 8 (t) 8m acting along the axis x#.
The body couple will cause in an infinite medium the displacement u\ = Vf^ (x, | , t),
vector co'( = A^ (x, £, t) and temperature 6' = #W (x, g, t). From the theorem
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on reciprocity (4.13), at Xt = X\ = 0, Yt = 0, Q = Q' = 0 we obtain the following
formula:

(5.8) ci, (x, 0 = J £4 (I) J rfr L (ft t)
dx

A 0 it. •.
dutfor)

T) __ + f t (|5 T)dx - a ^ ^ v dT

. „ , <3a)i (ft T) /?
— p-r} (Ext— T\ - I — — if) (P r\ fiW (P v t T\

g i v . s , x , I T ) ^r \v ($, X) v n (<;, x, I — X) —
OX 7JQ

~ m (ft x, t - T) 6,n (ft T)]1 , x e F, f e A.
Here

i«> = af (x, ft 0 «; (x), gf> = mjf (x, I, 0 «; (x).
We denote by o\f and mffi the force-stress tensor and the couple-stress tensor.

Also here the function coj (x, t), x eV, t > 0 is expressed by the functions Wj, j?f,
<-O4, g«, 0, dd/dn on the surface ^4. Let now the system with "primes" in an infinite
medium be limited to the action of a concentrated and instantaneous heat source
Q' — b(x— S)6 (0 causing displacements u't = Ut (x, ft t), rotation vector co't =
— Qi (x, | , t) and temperature 6' = & (x, £, t).

From (4.13), assuming that Z4 = X[ = 0 , F{ = F,' = 0, Q = 0, we get the
formula for temperature at the point x e V.

t

(5.9) 0 (x, t) = H f dA(£) f dx Un(E.,x)0(£,x,t -x) - O(£.,x)0,n{lx,t - T ) -
A 0

<)[/« ( | , X, f - T) <)H< (X, T)
>i (ft T) p* ( | , x, r - T) h

ox ox

dQt (ft x, t — x) dcoi (x, •

(At) ^ rftt,*.r-r)— r

X 6 F, f £ A.

Here

/>* = o-« (x, ft 0 «i (x), g-* = m*4 (x, ft 0 ̂  (x).

We denote by a*f and m*t the force-stress tensor and couple-stress tensor caus-
ed by the action of an instantaneous and concentrated heat source Q'.

The formulae (5.7)—(5,9) may be treated as an extension of Somiglian's for-
mulae [5], to the problems of thermoelasticity. Some simplifications of these for-
mulae can be obtained by taking into account the reciprocity relation (5.4)—(5.6).

If the Green functions U^\ Qf\ 6K*), etc. are selected in such a way as to
satisfy on the surface A the homogeneous boundary conditions for displacements
angular vector and temperature, then the formulae (5.7)—(5.9) will jield the so-
lution of the first boundary problem, when at the boundary there are given func-
tions pt, gi and 6.
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Similarly, if we select the Green functions Ujk\ Qf^ 0<*>, etc., in such a way
that the border is free from loads and temperature, then the formulae (5.7)—(5.9)
will yield the solution of the second boundary problem, when on A are given loads
Pi, gi and temperature 6. Let us consider still the stationary problems. Let the body
contained within the region V and bounded by the surface A be subjected to the
action of heating. Let on the part Au of the surface A, equalling zero appear dis-
placements ut and vector of rotation angle an, and on the part Aa of the sur-
face A, equal to "zero, appear functions pi and gi. Moreover, let Xi = 0.

For determining the displacement in (x), xeV consider a body of the same
shape and the same boundary conditions. Let in this body 6' = 0 and let at the
point £ be acting a concentrated force X[ = d (x — £) 5ik which is, consequently,
directed along the axis xjc. This force will cause displacements Uf^ (x, £) assuming
that the functions £/4

w (x, £) are so selected as to satisfy homogeneous boundary
conditions on Au and Aa.

Making use of the formula (4.14), we obtain

(5.10) uk(x) = pf0(£)U$(Z,x)dV, xsV, /c=l,2,3.
v

Here t//*5 (£, x) should be treated as a dilatation caused at the point I by a con-
centrated force Xi applied at the point x. The formula (5.10) may be treated as a gen-
eralization of known W. M. Maysel's formula [6], for the problem of thermoelas-
ticity in the Cosserat medium.

DEPARTMENT OF MECHANICS OF CONTINUOUS MEDIA, INSTITUTE OF FUNDAMENTAL
TECHNICAL PROBLEMS, POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

• (ZAKLAD MECHANIKI OSRODK6w CIAGLYCH, INSTYTUT PODSTAWOWYCH PROBLEMOW
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B. HOBAUKHfl, MOMEHTOBME HAriPJUKEHHJI B TEOPHH TEPMOYnpyrO-
CTH. II.

B paSoTe nawTca: ocHOBa BHpTyantHLix pa6oT, 3HepreTHiecKaa TeopeMa, Teopeivia 06 ofl-
HO3na'iH0CTH pemeHHit, a TaKwe TeopeMa B3aHMH0CTH fljra TepMoynpyrax npo6nejvt B cpe^e
KoccepaTa.

KpoMe Toro o6cyjK,naioTCJi BBIBOSH, BBiTeKawmiie H3 TeopeMLi B3aHMHOCTH,
K MeTow pemeHHfl flH^^epeHipiajibHHX ypaBHeHHfl TepMoynpyrocTH npa Hcnojit3OBaHHH


